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+17322480400 - https://kungfutea.com/

The menu of Kung Fu Tea from Edison includes 16 dishes. On average, dishes or drinks on the menu cost about
$9.0. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What User likes about Kung Fu Tea:

The bubbles here are really sweet and taste delicious. We usually really enjoy our boba from this location but
recently their taro milk tea doesn’t even taste like Taro :o their other flavors are fine though. I don’t mind too
much that the flavor seemed off (especially since they are generous with the boba they plop in there) but I

suppose I would have picked another flavor other than regular milk tea if I knew the t... read more. During a
meal, a good drink is essential. In this gastropub, you not only get delicious meals from the menu but also a

comprehensive and particularly good assortment of good beers and other alcoholic beverages that go well with
the food, Besides, the inventive blend of different menus with new and partially adventurous products is

appreciated by the customers - a beautiful case of Asian Fusion. Not to be left out is the comprehensive variety
of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, At the bar, you can unwind with a cool beer or other alcoholic

and non-alcoholic drinks.
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Smoothie�
MATCHA RED BEAN SLUSH $4.3

So� drink�
LEMONADE

Te�/Koffe�/Mil�
MILK TEA

Ho� drink�
TEA

Mil� Te�
KUNG FU MILK GREEN TEA $5.3

Popular Item�
KUNG FU MILK TEA $5.3

No�-Alcoholi� Beverage�
HONEY LEMONADE $4.9

Flavour Te�
LYCHEE BLACK TEA $5.6

Drin� an� Slus�
PASSION FRUIT SLUSH $4.3

Classic� (Col�)
KUNG FU BLACK TEA $4.6

KUNG FU GREEN TEA $4.6

KFT2GO Bundl� B�
MANGO GREEN TEA MANGO
JELLY $26.0

WINTER MELON TEA NATA JELLY $26.0

Ingredient� Use�
MILK

MANGO

STRAWBERRY
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Wednesday 12:00-21:30
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